“I am very happy to note that Noam A. Manella & Zeev Zohar are writing a very novel
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Preface
Experienced chess players, those who learned the game some decades ago (or even recently), are sometimes puzzled while being in the tournament hall or watching a live
broadcast of a top game. Do they witness a game between two wise and experienced people, having enormous knowledge combined with a unique creative ability, or is it rather a
battle between machines, cold, technical, mechanical super-computers which happen also
to have bodily needs, feelings and desires?
The influence of technological tools over the game of chess is controversial. Some think
that chess players become robotic, lose all creativity and avoid taking any risk. The inevitable outcome is a lot of uninteresting games ending in a draw.
Back in our youth, when chess programs had not yet been used, the players found the
moves “over the board”. The first impression is that the game was then slightly different,
and that nowadays we witness the decay of classical chess. Our intuition suggests that top
players find it hard to play creatively, and the computer plays an important role in this
situation. The fact that those top players and their seconds spend most of their time preparing while looking at the computer monitor surely contributes to this.
However, others think that technological advances have made a huge amount of information available to chess players. Thus they can solve, within a short time, problems
which were hitherto considered too complex. Today’s players have more resources to look
for new creative ideas, and those emerge in abundance.
One of the co-authors, Zeev Zohar, a chess expert, has investigated this subject deeply
as part of his academic work. He looked deeply at the arguments of both sides while interviewing professional chess players as well as chess software developers. Finally he became
convinced that technological tools do contribute toward creativity of top human chess
players. He shared his conclusions with Noam Manella, who is a well-known expert in the
field of creativity, besides being a chess national master and study composer whose works
have received many awards. Mr. Manella, author of the best-selling book The Creative Code,
was highly enthusiastic about the subject. Thus this book was born.
Chess is a game based on patterns, axioms, rules and mathematical calculations. A
computer has no psychological barriers. It is “willing” to check moves that most humans,
including top players, reject instantly as part of a psychological elimination process based
on paradigms. Computer-aided home analyses of top chess players leads to a reassessment
of all old axioms, principles and evaluations. Hence one can easily understand why work
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with computers adds a new creative layer to the game.
In this book we have put together numerous examples of games, most of them played
by leading grandmasters – in which we found some weird moves, apparently contradicting
the most fundamental principles. Our litmus test for the choice of games to appear in this
book was simple: we only chose moves which look “irrational” at first sight, or “drunk” in
our language – moves which violate basic chess rules. Another test applied to our candidate games was: Could the spectator tell immediately whether this move was played by a
professional or a beginner? If there is no clear-cut answer to this question, you are likely to
find the game in this book.
We were greatly helped in chess analysis by Israeli grandmaster Ram Soffer, former editor of the Israeli Chess Magazine and author of several chess books and numerous articles.
Mr. Soffer also contributed some ideas which found their way into this book.
Most of our games were played during the computer era, but there are some older examples too. We decided to include games from the pre-computer era, since, in our opinion,
one has to know the past in order to understand the future. Those old games form the base
of the changes happening in chess right now.
The frequency of the games which incorporate “new chess” – breaking the established
patterns – has been increasing recently. There is a fair number of top players, including the
new world champion, who may sometimes surprise us with an absurd-looking move.
However, careful analysis may reveal the depth of their conception.
Of course, there have always been very creative chess players who played absurd,
“against the rules” moves from time to time, but it seems that the frequency of these
moves was lower in previous decades. We have found numerous such examples in the
games of Vassily Ivanchuk (nicknamed Planet Ivanchuk), and the book includes many more
by such well-known names as Carlsen, Anand, Kramnik, Shirov and Morozevich.
In our opinion, this subject may be interesting not only for chess players of all levels,
amateurs as well as professionals, but for computer experts and researchers of artificial
intelligence as well. We invite you to take a glass of drink and start, together with us, a fascinating journey of release from fixed ideas.
Zeev Zohar, Noam Manella
July 2014
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Introduction
I have a veterinarian friend. Last time we met he was complaining about his work, saying
that he was fed up with all those animals. “Why are you complaining, you love animals,” I
stated decisively. “Really?”, wondered the veterinarian, “Does your doctor love you?”
This anecdote illustrates to what extent humans think in constant forms, moulds, conventions. A childhood full of Dr. Dolittle stories created in our minds an obvious equation:
animal doctor = love of animals.
To illustrate this idea further, here is another example. A ticket to the cinema costs 10
dollars. A person approaches the cashier, giving him 100 dollars. The cashier, without asking anything, gives him back 10 tickets. How did the cashier know that the person was interested in 10 tickets rather than a single ticket? The answer, of course, is that he paid 100
dollars in bills of 10 and 20. Each field of knowledge has its own schemes and “structure”.
These help to shorten processes and enable us to be oriented in our “neighbourhood”
quickly.
It’s always fun to see the wondering facial expressions of spectators watching a blitz
chess game at the rate of one minute per player. For them, it seems no less than Houdini
(the magician, not the chess engine) magic. However, there is no magic here. Those are
schemes built over the years, eventually becoming chess intuition. Herbert Simon conducted an interesting experiment, testing the recall ability of chess masters, compared
with the general population. First, “logical” positions were put on the board, positions
which could arise in a normal game. Both masters and laymen had a few seconds to look at
the position. Then they were asked to reconstruct it. Chess masters had little difficulty recalling the position with a high level of preciseness, while normal people were having a
very hard time. In the second stage of the experiment, an irrational position was set up on
the board, with the pieces randomly placed. Here the chess masters lost their edge. Their
success rate became equal to the rest of the population.
It is well known that chess is based upon numerous rules, axioms and mathematical
calculations. Every beginner learns that the rook needs an open file, that the queen should
not be developed at too early a stage and that one should not be eager to exchange the
fianchettoed bishop. Everybody knows that a white knight on d6 is stronger than a black
knight on h8. Is it really so?
While we make progress at chess, the patterns gradually become more sophisticated,
and they turn into a central part of our chess intuition.
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Here enters the chess computer. On the one hand chess engines have the chess axioms
pre-programmed as well; but on the other hand, contrary to human chess masters, they
don’t have psychological barriers. They also look at possibilities which seem extremely
weird to humans.
Alon Greenfeld, grandmaster and chess coach, told us about a well-known grandmaster
preparing for a game with the help of a computer. Inadvertently, he had a mouse slip, and
the white bishop was moved to a1 instead of the intended b2. To the grandmaster’s great
surprise, the computer took this move very seriously, and even confirmed its correctness.
Thus an interesting opening novelty was born.
Professional chess players are aware of the defiant attitude of total amateurs. The amateur says: “I shall have no problem beating you, since I’m going to make moves you have
never met, and you won’t be able to cope with them.” Probably this is merely a humoristic
statement, but it is well known that any funny statement has a grain of truth. Following
the computer’s entry into the scene, chess masters have been required to upgrade their
flexibility concerning their standard schemes. In this book we will meet a lot of great
grandmasters that collapsed in front of “breaking the mould” moves.
Amatzia Avni, a well-known psychologist and chess author, presents the following position as a classic example:

W________W
[rDW1W4kD]
[Db0WDp0W]
[WhW0phW0]
[DPDWDWDW]
[p)W)WDWD]
[DW!WDN)W]
[PDWDP)B)]
[$WGWDRIW]
W--------W
White to play
Here White faced the dilemma: where to develop his dark-squared bishop. According to
the established patterns, the bishop needs open diagonals to function ideally. But where
should it go? What would you have played?
White played Ía3. “Well, it’s a rank amateur, unaware of the secrets of positional play,”
the professional will immediately assert. Really? When you reach the first example in this
book, you’ll find out the identity of the white player and see the eventual consequences of
the move Ía3.
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This is a striking example of what the computer does once in a while. It elevates to the
stage moves that were once thought weird. Thus the game of chess is fundamentally
changed. John L. Watson, an American international master and highly-regarded author,
showed that with the development of computer programs, those dogmatic schemes of
thought began to change. An interesting example occurred in 2007 in a computer match
between Fritz (which shortly before defeated the reigning world champion, Vladimir
Kramnik, in a match) and Junior (world computer chess champion, developed by the Israeli
programmers Shay Bushinsky and Amir Ban).
In one of the games Junior acted contrary to common principles. The program developed the queen early, snatching some pawns. Such play is supposed to be punished, but it
was not to be. By the way, Junior is programmed in such a way that the traditional value of
a pawn (1 point) has been reduced. Its creators believe that in some positions a pawn is
worth merely about half a point.
Anyone working with engines is aware of this phenomenon: the computer recommends
a move which looks unfamiliar and even queer to the human eye. The very fact that we do
consider such possibilities, shakes off some dust from the game, increases creativity and
enriches chess with new ideas and possibilities. The home analyses by the leading players,
aided by the computer, lead to a reassessment of all the axioms.
As a consequence of the action of chess engines, assessing openings and various playing methods in a practical manner, without taking into consideration the dominant fashion of the time, some elite players have often decided to use absurd-looking moves. Alexander Morozevich (some of whose games are featured in this book) serves as a classic example.
Talking about creativity, the concept of “thinking outside the box” is very often used
(and not only with regard to chess), but what is this box, after all? It seems that “the box” is
just the fixed ideas and paradigms of the field that we are dealing with.
Chess history saw some great players who were consistently breaking the moulds. The
ninth world champion, Tigran Petrosian, serves as a wonderful example. His unique intuition would have been suitable to the computer age. During his world championship match
against Botvinnik, the latter lamented: “I do not understand his moves”. In our view, this is
one of the biggest compliments a chess player may receive.
This book deals with these absurd-looking moves and their psychological impact on the
opponent.
Amazingly, we have observed that certain “outside the box” moves have a tendency to
make the opponent go wrong within the next 2-3 moves. Therefore we have decided to
include in this book a new symbol: “^”. It means a challenging move, which does not refer
to its objective value, but rather to the higher probability of the opponent going wrong
within a few moves.
In our opinion, this phenomenon arises from the fact that when an “outside the box”
move is played, the opponent has to deal with specific problems which cannot be classified
under any known scheme, for which he has no ready-made solutions. Under such circum-
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stances, mistakes are frequent.
Previous chess authors have often used “!” or “!!” for such moves, which creates some
confusion, as nowadays exclamations marks tend to be associated with objectively strong
moves whose merit can be verified by computer checking.
We’re going to meet strange piece placing (Anand-Adams), self-blocking (MorozevichShirov), voluntary doubling of pawns while entering the endgame (Ivanchuk-Svidler) and
much more.
Hence the title of this book. Please take a glass of Beer, Red Wine or Vodka, and join our
fascinating journey against intuition.
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Chapter One:

Beer:
Evaluate Things Differently

On her way to the Wizard of Oz, in the well-known story by Frank Baum, Dorothy walks on
the yellow brick road, on the advice of the witch Glinda, in order to find the mighty Wizard.
He is the only one capable of taking her back to her home in Kansas. On her way she meets
the scarecrow asking a brain for himself; the tin man asking a pulsating heart, and the lion
asking for courage. They join her on her journey. When they finally reach the land of Oz
after many adventures and meet the wizard, they find out that he is not in fact a wizard at
all, but he does give the group one thing. He makes it possible for them to see that the
thing each of them asks for already exists within them.
In this Beer section, we have chosen to go out together with the chess pieces on a magical journey in order to discover their latent potential. A journey full of surprises on the “yellow brick road” of chess.
On our way we shall meet... the magic of turning a “dead square” into a lively place for
the pieces; a strange rook manoeuvre embarrassing the opponent by moving drunkenly
along the fifth rank during the middlegame; a white queen making a huge effort to be incarcerated on the lonely square h1; a heroic effort to double rooks on a file which is completely blocked; and much more. Those meetings on the “yellow square road” will illustrate
what the Wizard of Oz wanted to teach Dorothy and her group: Fulfilling our potential is
often within the span of an outstretched hand, but we need the courage to observe things
in a new way.
We invite you to take a first gulp from the nearby glass of beer and go out, together
with us, for an adventure on the magical “yellow brick road” or, shall we say, “black and
white brick road”?

First Glass: Dead Squares Come Alive
The chess pieces were “born to be free”. They are at their best when their roads are paved
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and open. Chess players spend a lot of energy placing their pieces on the board, so that
each one of them may utilize its own potential to the fullest extent. A piece which doesn’t
fulfil its potential should be exchanged and removed from the board at the first opportunity. The primary tendency of every chess player is to look for squares for their pieces
where their sphere of action increases.
The Wizard’s recommendation:
Be more open-minded and consider squares which seem “less natural” for the pieces.
You will be surprised to find out which fascinating possibilities are hidden on those “dead”
squares.
So let’s start!

Example 1
V.Anand-Mi.Adams
Madrid 1998

W________W
[rDW1W4kD]
[Db0WDp0W]
[WhW0phW0]
[DPDWDWDW]
[p)W)WDWD]
[DW!WDN)W]
[PDWDP)B)]
[$WGWDRIW]
W--------W
White to play
Black has sacrificed a pawn, gaining freedom for his minor pieces and some control of
the central light squares. White’s main dilemma is where to put his c1-bishop. At d2? e3?
f4? One moment please, didn’t the wizard recommend opening our mind to less natural
squares?
16 Ía3!?^
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W________W
[rDW1W4kD]
[Db0WDp0W]
[WhW0phW0]
[DPDWDWDW]
[p)W)WDWD]
[GW!WDN)W]
[PDWDP)B)]
[$WDWDRIW]
W--------W
Note: As mentioned in the introduction, in this book we are using the symbol ^ to denote a “challenging move”.
A shocking move, severely decreasing the mobility of the bishop. Why did the future
world champion play like this? It’s interesting to follow the thinking line of Vishy Anand: “I
was looking for a good place for my dark-squared bishop, but couldn’t find it. Eventually I
decided to place it on a3, so that it would not interfere with my other pieces.”1
Anand believed that White’s main trump for the long term is his pair of bishops, even
though at the moment they are not very effective. The c1-bishop had to be moved to connect the rooks and enable an attack on c7, but all other destinations (f4, e3, d2, b2) would
have allowed the exchange of this bishop for a knight and/or left it vulnerable. So the idea
is simple, for the time being the bishop is safeguarded on a3. Later, after some changes to
the central pawn structure, it will come back into the game...
16...Îc8?!
Black didn’t view White’s previous move as very threatening. Adams is not in a hurry to
recover his lost pawn. Throughout this game the English grandmaster (known to be a very
fine positional player) concentrates on creating outposts for his knights. Yet the correct
response would have been the very concrete 16...Ìc8!, after which it transpires that even
on a3 the bishop is vulnerable! The direct 17 Îfc1 fails to 17...Ìa7 18 Ëxc7 Ëxc7 19 Îxc7
Îfb8 20 Îc4 Ìxb5 21 Íc1 Íd5 and Black is slightly better.
17 Ìd2 Íxg2 18 Êxg2 Ìfd5 19 Ëd3 f5
Black seems to be happy with the d5-square, but now White has time to organize his
forces.
20 Îac1 Ëd7 21 e3 Îb8
Black has to create threats against b5, otherwise White will improve his position further.
22 f3!
Reminding Black that his control of d5 is only temporary.
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W________W
[W4WDW4kD]
[DW0qDW0W]
[WhW0pDW0]
[DPDnDpDW]
[p)W)WDWD]
[GWDQ)P)W]
[PDWHWDK)]
[DW$WDRDW]
W--------W
22...f4!
Black heats things up.
23 gxf4 Îxf4
Consistent, but 23...Ìc8!? 24 Ìb1 Ìce7 25 Ìc3 Ìxc3 26 Îxc3 Îxb5 27 Îfc1 Ìd5 28
Î3c2 is slightly better: Black is a pawn down but, in contrast to the game, the a3-bishop
does not have much future.
24 e4 Ìf6 25 Êh1
One can already envision White’s strong kingside attack with two rooks on the g-file
and, of course, their comrade from a3.
25...Îf8 26 Îg1 Ìh5
Black concentrates on securing the f4-square for the knight. The queenside battle seems
to have been lost.
27 Îc6 Îh4

W________W
[WDWDW4kD]
[DW0qDW0W]
[WhR0pDW0]
[DPDWDWDn]
[p)W)PDW4]
[GWDQDPDW]
[PDWHWDW)]
[DWDWDW$K]
W--------W
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28 Íc1
Back to business after a long vacation.
28...Ìf4 29 Ëc2
White’s pieces move quickly to their ideal positions.
29...Îf7?!

W________W
[WDWDWDkD]
[DW0qDr0W]
[WhR0pDW0]
[DPDWDWDW]
[p)W)PhW4]
[DWDWDPDW]
[PDQHWDW)]
[DWGWDW$K]
W--------W
Black misses his best chance: 29...Ëf7!? 30 Ìf1 Ëh5 31 Îc3 Ìh3 with counterplay.
30 Ìf1
30 Ìb1!? was more in the spirit of our book.
30...d5?
Black is tempted by the square c4 for the other knight. 30...Ìc8! would have kept
White’s advantage to a minimum.
31 e5 Ìc4 32 Ìe3

W________W
[WDWDWDkD]
[DW0qDr0W]
[WDRDpDW0]
[DPDp)WDW]
[p)n)WhW4]
[DWDWHPDW]
[PDQDWDW)]
[DWGWDW$K]
W--------W
Let’s take a look at the position. What do we have so far? Even though Black has faith21
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fully followed “positional principles”, his position is about to collapse. His two beautiful
knights are about to be exchanged, whereas his weaknesses remain, as well as the pawn
minus which has not been restored.
32...Ìh3 33 Îg3 Ìg5 34 Ìg4! Îxf3?
34...Îf5 was a tougher defence.
35 Íxg5
The dormant bishop awakens with decisive effect.
35...Îxg3

W________W
[WDWDWDkD]
[DW0qDW0W]
[WDRDpDW0]
[DPDp)WGW]
[p)n)WDN4]
[DWDWDW4W]
[PDQDWDW)]
[DWDWDWDK]
W--------W
36 Ìf6+!
Black missed this trick. 36 Íxh4?? Îxg4 was bad for White.
36...gxf6 37 Íxh4 Îg4 38 Íxf6

W________W
[WDWDWDkD]
[DW0qDWDW]
[WDRDpGW0]
[DPDp)WDW]
[p)n)WDrD]
[DWDWDWDW]
[PDQDWDW)]
[DWDWDWDK]
W--------W
Who could predict 22 moves ago that this bishop would become a powerhouse?!
38...Ìe3 39 Îxc7 1-0
22
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16 Ía3 – Inspired or Drunk?
A wonderful game, showing us that chess strategy is actually much deeper than
the simplified version taught in the textbooks. 16 Ía3 is an inspirational move,
challenging ancient chess conventions.

Example 2
V.Kramnik-V.Anand
Wijk aan Zee 2007

W________W
[qhWDW4kD]
[4W0Wgp0p]
[pDWDphWD]
[DpDWDWDW]
[WDW)bDWD]
[DWDW)N)W]
[P)WGW)B)]
[$N$QDWIW]
W--------W
White to play
15 Ía5
This move, attacking c7, is a normal part of White’s arsenal in this fashionable Catalan
line.
15...Îc8
This had already been played in B.Gelfand-S.Karjakin, Wijk aan Zee 2006.
16 a3
White has to do something against ...c7-c5. Gelfand tried 16 Ìbd2 Íd5 17 Ìb3 Ìbd7
18 Îc2 Íe4 19 Îc3 Ìd5 20 Îcc1, but he got very little and the position was soon repeated
for a draw.
16...Íd6
The immediate 16...c5? is bad due to 17 Íb6 Îd7 18 Ìbd2.
17 Ìbd2 Íd5 18 Ëf1!?
An unusual spot for the queen. Kramnik wants the Ìf3 unpinned, even though it’s unclear where this knight is going.
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Play Unconventional Chess and Win
18...Ìbd7

W________W
[qDrDWDkD]
[4W0nDp0p]
[pDWgphWD]
[GpDbDWDW]
[WDW)WDWD]
[)WDW)N)W]
[W)WHW)B)]
[$W$WDQIW]
W--------W
19 b4!?
Kramnik uses Anand’s own patent against him, resorting to extreme measures in order
to prevent ...c7-c5. The former world champion voluntarily imprisons his proud bishop! But
matters are not so simple. The black rook on a7 is also handicapped, and trying to free it by
...c7-c6 may help the white bishop back into the game via b6. The question arises: how to
penalize White for his risky idea? Black has a real dilemma: play actively on the other wing
as in the game, or just wait.
19...e5
Anand chooses the active route, though it involves positional concessions.
20 dxe5 Íxe5!?
After 20...Ìxe5 21 Ìxe5 Íxe5 22 Îa2, White is slightly better.
21 Ìxe5 Ìxe5

W________W
[qDrDWDkD]
[4W0WDp0p]
[pDWDWhWD]
[GpDbhWDW]
[W)WDWDWD]
[)WDW)W)W]
[WDWHW)B)]
[$W$WDQIW]
W--------W
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Beer: Evaluate Things Differently
22 f3!
Kramnik imprisons his other bishop as well. But it’s still a pair of bishops, and one day
they will get out of jail.
22...Ìc4?!
A routine move, taking control of a strong point. But now White is under no pressure
and he can simply improve his position. It’s hard not to see the paradox: Kramnik plays like
Anand, while Anand plays like Adams.
The more one analyses this position deeply, one realizes that Black has no good ideas.
Great positional intuition by Kramnik! For example, 22...Ìc6 fails to solve all of Black’s
problems after 23 e4 Ìxa5 24 bxa5 Íe6 25 Ëf2.
23 Ìxc4 Íxc4 24 Ëf2 Îe8 25 e4 c6
Due to a lack of better ideas, Black assists the imprisoned bishop to escape via b6. Surprisingly, the “prisoner” is quite happy to stay on a5.
26 Îd1
Now that the c-pawn has moved, the bishop controls d8, allowing White to take over
the d-file.
26...Îd7 27 Îxd7 Ìxd7 28 Îd1 Ëb7
Preventing Íc7 and Íb6, thus keeping the bishop in captivity, but Kramnik doesn’t
mind.
29 Îd6 f6 30 f4
Meanwhile the g2-bishop has served its term and is back in town.
30...Îe6 31 Îd2 Îe7 32 Ëd4

W________W
[WDWDWDkD]
[DqDn4W0p]
[pDpDW0WD]
[GpDWDWDW]
[W)b!P)WD]
[)WDWDW)W]
[WDW$WDB)]
[DWDWDWIW]
W--------W
White’s pressure intensifies. Is the “free” bishop on c4 happier than the “captive” one
on a5?!
32...Ìf8 33 Ëd8 Îd7
An understandable decision by Anand to ease the pressure by mass exchanges, but now
White’s bishops are going to shine in the endgame.
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Play Unconventional Chess and Win
34 Îxd7 Ëxd7 35 Ëxd7 Ìxd7 36 e5!
The recently released bishop now dominates the whole neighbourhood and is about to
eliminate two pawns from the opposing gang.
36...fxe5 37 Íxc6 Ìf6 38 Íb7 exf4 39 gxf4 Ìd5 40 Êf2 Ìxf4 41 Êe3 g5 42 Íxa6 Êf7

W________W
[WDWDWDWD]
[DWDWDkDp]
[BDWDWDWD]
[GpDWDW0W]
[W)bDWhWD]
[)WDWIWDW]
[WDWDWDW)]
[DWDWDWDW]
W--------W
43 a4!
Once again emphasizing the defects of the bishop on c4. White wins a pawn and the
end is not far away.
43...Êe7 44 Íxb5 Íxb5 45 axb5 Êd7 46 Êe4 Ìe2

W________W
[WDWDWDWD]
[DWDkDWDp]
[WDWDWDWD]
[GPDWDW0W]
[W)WDKDWD]
[DWDWDWDW]
[WDWDnDW)]
[DWDWDWDW]
W--------W
47 Íb6
Look who’s coming! This bishop didn’t need to move around a lot in order to decisively
influence the final result.
47...g4 48 Íf2 Ìc3+ 49 Êf5 Ìxb5 50 Êxg4 Êe6 51 Êg5 Êf7 52 Êf5 Êe7 53 Íc5+ 1-0
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